We study the conformational properties of complex polymer macromolecules, consisting in general of n subsequently connected chains (blocks) of different lengths and distinct chemical structure. Depending on the solvent conditions, the inter-or intrachain interactions of some blocks may vanish, causing the rich conformational behavior. Our main attention is focused on the universal conformational properties of such molecules. Applying the direct polymer renormalization group approach, we derive the analytical expressions for the scaling exponent γ(n), governing the number of possible conformations of n-block copolymer, and analyze the effective linear size measures of individual blocks. In particular, it is quantitatively estimated the degree of extension of the block sizes as functions of n and position of blocks in sequence. The numerical simulations of the simplest n = 2-block copolymer chain are performed as well for better illustration of the conformational behavior of such molecules.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Block copolymers are the specific class of polymer macromolecules, constructed by linking together the blocks of chemically distinct monomers [1] . The ubiquitous feature of block-copolymer melts is their ability to microphase separation and self-assembling into lamellae, micelles and more complex structures [2] [3] [4] , which provides potential or practical applications in many fields. In particular, block copolymers are used for developing dense and nanoporous membranes for gas separation and ultrafiltration [5] [6] [7] , in targeted drug delivery [8] , lithography [9] , development of novel plastic materials [10] , nanotechnology [11] etc.
The most basic system is the diblock copolymer (so called AB-copolymer), when the molecule is composed of just two chemically distinct linear blocks denoted A and B. Such systems have been investigated most extensively. Extension to the multiblock copolymers with n blocks of k chemically distinct types, as well as to more complex branched architectures, can lead to much more rich selfassembling behavior. The modern synthesis strategies and techniques, e.g. controlled polymerization technique, allow to prepare copolymers with controlled molecular weights and architectures [12] . For recent reviews on complex copolymers see e.g. [13, 14] .
It is established, that in statistical description of long flexible polymer chains one finds a number of characteristics which are universal, i.e. not dependent on the details of chemical microstructure. In particular, the averaged end-to-end distance of a chain of total length (molecular weight) L scales according to [15, 16] where (. . .) denotes averaging over an ensemble of all possible conformations, which attains the molecule in space, and ν is universal scaling exponent. For the case, when polymer is in solution at the θ-temperature regime, when attractive and repulsive interactions between monomers compensate each other, the polymer chain can be considered as trajectory of diffusive particle and its scaling properties are perfectly captured by a model of random walk (RW) [15] . In this case, one has ν RW = 1/2. For a chain in a regime of good solvent (with repulsive excluded volume interactions between monomers playing the role), the polymer chain behaves as a trajectory of self-avoiding random walk (SAW), which is not allowed to cross itself. The scaling exponent in this case is d-dependent: ν SAW = 3/(d + 2) [15] . The number of possible conformations (partition function) of polymer chain is given by:
here µ is a non-universal fugacity and γ is another universal scaling exponent, which equals: γ RW = 1 and γ SAW = 1.1597 [17] . Linking together two linear polymer chains of dis-
Figure 1: Schematic presentation of complex polymer macromolecule, consisting of chemically distinct subsequent blocks.
tinct chemical structure, we receive the simplest diblock copolymer. Partition sum of the copolymer chain consisting of blocks with lengths L 1 and L 2 scales as [18, 19] :
where µ 1 , µ 2 are fugacities of corresponding blocks. Depending on the temperature, a situation may occur when interaction within one block vanishes. Such a block can effectively be described as RW, whereas the other behaves as SAW at the same temperature. On the other hand, also the intrachain interactions between monomers of different blocks can vanish or be present at some temperatures. For example, one can have only the mutual excluded-volume interactions between blocks, whereas each block can intersect itself. Such a situation is closely related to the case of so-called ternary solutions [20, 21] , containing chains of two different chemical structures at various temperatures, which can be at or above the θ-temperatures for both or only one type of polymer chains. The universality class of diblock copolymers is actually given by that of polymer chains in ternary solutions. Note however, that only the case of diblock copolymers with two block chains of equal lengths was analyzed analytically so far [18, 19] .
The aim of present work is to analyze the conformational properties of more generalized copolymer models, consisting of n blocks of different lengths L i , i = 1, . . . , n (Fig. 1) . The layout of the paper is as follows. In Section II we present numerical simulations of diblock copolymer chain within the frames of lattice model of growing chain. The main analytical part of the paper is given next. In Section III A we present the continuous chain model of n-block copolymer macromolecule. In Section III B we derive the analytical description of properties of diblock copolymer (with n = 2), and generalize it to n-block case in Section (III C). We end up by giving conclusions and outlook.
II. NUMERICAL RESULTS
We start with numerical simulations of simple copolymer consisting of two sequential block chains within the frame of discrete lattice model. The main aim is to clarify some questions about scaling in such system, which arise in analytical studies in next sections. We assume, that each block consists of N monomers (conjugated to continuous length L in Eqs. (1), (2)). The following 6 possibilities are considered: 1) Both blocks are RW trajectories without mutual avoiding, so we restore the RW trajectory of total length 2N 2) Both are RW trajectories, but avoiding each other: each trajectory can cross itself, but cannot cross the other trajectory 3) One block is SAW, the other is RW, without mutual avoiding 4) One block is SAW, the other is RW, avoiding each other 5) Both are SAW trajectories without mutual avoiding 6) Both are SAW trajectories avoiding each other, so we restore the SAW trajectory of total length 2N
In our simulations we use the Rosenbluth-Rosenbluth growing chain algorithm [22] . Two chains are growing simultaneously from the same starting point, so that the nth monomer of each chain is placed at a randomly chosen neighbor site of the (n − 1)th monomer (n ≤ N ). Note that some amount of nearest neigbour sites can be forbidden for placing a new monomer, if they are already visited (depending on conditions (1)- (6) point. The configurational averaging of any observable is thus given by:
where conf is the number of different configurations constructed. The partition sum Z N is thus estimated as an averaged weight:
We start with estimating the values of averaged fugacities of both building block chains for the cases (1)- (6), the results are given on Fig. 2 . For the case (1), when we have two RWs without avoidance, we restore µ 
with a, b being some constants. For the case (3) and (5), we thus restore for the SAW block the fugacity value of single SAW trajectory µ
003, which is in nice correspondence with known result of Ref. [23] . In all other cases, the fugacities of SAW and RW blocks are modified as compared with corresponding values of free trajectories due to mutual avoidance with the other block. Note however, that this effect becomes less pronounced with increasing the length of both blocks. As a result, we have: µ Let us rewrite the expression for the partition function as:
Corresponding results for the cases (1)- (6) are given on Fig. 3 . As expected, the largest number of configurations corresponds to the case (1) of two independent random walk trajectories. Taking into account the avoidance of monomers within the block and mutual avoidance of different blocks (according to rules (2)- (6)) leads to decreasing of the configurations allowed. We found the estimates for the critical exponent γ by least-square fitting of the data: (1)- (6) as functions of the block length N .
Next, we turn our attention to an effective size measure of the two-block copolymer chain. In the problem under consideration, we have two characteristic length scales, connected with scaling properties of the effective lengths of both blocks: R
(i)
SAW and R
RW , with i = 1, . . . , 6. Both of them scale according to Eq. (1) with exponents ν SAW and ν RW correspondingly, and the scaling is not modified by an avoidance with other block. Note however, than in experiments one mainly investigates the total effective length of a block copolymer chain
In cases (1) and (6), we just have SAW (black squares) and g
RW (open circles) as functions of N .
In other cases (i = 2, . . . , 5), we can rewrite :
The second term in brackets tends to zero at large N , and thus the leading scaling of total effective length of copolymer chain is determined by exponent ν SAW . In Fig. 4 , we present the simulation results for R 2 (4) ,
RW , which confirm this suggestions. We obtain: ν SAW = 0.596 ± 0.001, ν RW = 0.501 ± 0.001.
Note however, that when the mutual avoidance is present between the block chains, they become more extended in space due to lower local fugacity. To describe this effect quantitatively, we introduce the ratios:
Here, by "free" we denote the averaged end-to-end distances of the single individual chain of length N . On Fig.  5 , we give our results for the ratios g
SAW and g
RW . We can see, that both values are smaller than 1 and just the effective lengths of both block chains are modified and become more extended in space due to mutual avoidance between them.
III. ANALYTICAL STUDIES OF n-BLOCK COPOLYMER A. Continuous chain model
Within the continuous chain model, each the block chain is considered as a trajectory parameterized by radius vector r i (s) with s changing from 0 to L i , i = 1, . . . , n. The n-block copolymer can be thus presented as a set of n trajectories, consequently connected by their end points. The partition sum of the system is thus given by
here D r denotes functional integration over n trajectories and H is an effective Hamiltonian of the system:
Here, u i are the coupling constants of excluded volume interactions between the monomers of the same block and w i,j correspond to interactions between different blocks. Evaluating the perturbation theory expansion in coupling constants u i and w i,j , and limiting ourself only up to the first order approximation, we obtain an expression
where l i,j = j−1 t=i+1 L t . Performing the integration, we have:
Let us note, that performing the dimensional analysis of couplings, we find that
The "upper critical" value of space dimension d c = 4, at which the coupling becomes dimensionless, is important in the following application of renormalization group scheme. Generalizing Eq. (3), we have for the scaling behavior of partition sum of n-block copolymer:
Within our approach, the value of scaling exponent γ can be found according to [16] :
where u i and w i,j are dimensionless coupling constants:
B. Diblock copolymer chain
Partition sum. Let us start from the most simple case, when we have the system of only two connected block chains of lengths L 1 and L 2 . For the partition function, we have:
Presenting the partition function in a form of series in small deviation from the upper-critical dimension ǫ = 4−d, and passing to the dimensionless coupling constants according to (25), we receive:
End-to end distance. As it was observed in numerical simulation in Section II, there are two characteristic length scales in the case of diblock polymer system, given by end-to-end distances:
where indexes 1 and 2 indicate blocks of a copolymer chain. Performing the perturbation theory expansion in coupling constants, we receive:
As for the case of partition function, we pass here to the dimensionless coupling constants and perform the series expansions in ǫ:
Fixed points, scaling exponents and size ratios Applying the direct polymer renormalization scheme, briefly given in Appendix, we obtain the values of FPs, governing behavior of different types of block copolymers, as common zeros of functions (78), (79). We found 6 sets of FPs, directly corresponding to cases (1)-(6) of Section II:
2)
Note, that cases (3) and (4) describe the system of SAW and RW blocks without and with avoidance between them, correspondingly. These cases are "degenerate" in the sense, that we should also take into account the sets with symmetrical change of values u 1,R and u 2,R . The expression for γ as given by (24) in the case of diblock copolymer reads:
Substituting the values of FPs for the cases (1)- (6) into Eq. (39) and keeping terms only up to linear order in ǫ, we obtain the corresponding values of scaling exponents γ given in Table (I) . Let us consider the case when L 1 = L 2 . The corresponding values for scaling exponents γ in this situation recover the known results obtained earlier [18, 19] . Aiming to find the quantitative estimates in this case for d = 3, we put ǫ = 1 in corresponding expressions in Table  I . Thus, we have:
Note, that these values are in a nice correspondence with results of numerical simulation for diblock copolymer, obtained in Section II. We can also estimate the values of exponents ν i , governing correspondingly the scaling behavior of the endto-end distances R 2 1 and R 2 2 of two blocks. We receive [16] 
Substituting the expressions (31) and (32) into this relation, we obtain:
Substituting the values of FPs for the cases (1)- (6) 
where R 2 chain is the end-to-end distance of a single chain of a length L:
Thus, we have:
Again, considering the case when L 1 = L 2 we have:
Substituting the FP value of w 12 for the cases (1)- (6), one can easily see that in presence of mutual avoidance between blocks the ratio is always smaller than 1 and thus the effective size of block is more extended in space. This again confirms our numerical results from Section II.
C. n-block copolymer chain
End-to-end distances The previous description can be easily generalized to a more complicated case of a polymer that consists of n subsequently connected blocks. So, we come to the problem with the set of n coupling constants governing the excluded volume interactions within the same block (u i with i = 1, . . . , n) and n(n − 1)/2 coupling constants governing the mutual interactions between any pair of blocks (w i,j with i < j = 1, . . . , n). Correspondingly, now we have n characteristic lengths in a system, given by:
,
t=i+1 L t , and it is important to note that l km depends on L i via containing it in the sum.
Again, we can consider the size ratio (49) to compare the effective size of ith block in n-block copolymer chain with that of a single chain of the same length L i . The result reads:
.
Fixed points, scaling exponents and size ratios Generalizing the direct polymer renormalization group scheme to the system of n blocks, we came to the system of n + n(n − 1)/2 flow equations:
Analyzing the set of FPs, which are the common zeros of functions (56), (57), we found that u i can take the two possible values:
so that the size scaling exponents ν i , governing the scaling of the end-to-end distances R 2 i again take on the values 1/2 or 1/2 + ǫ/16, correspondingly.
For the w i,j we have:
Applying formula (24) to the expression for the partition function of n-block copolymer (22) and expanding the result into series over ǫ with keeping only the terms that are linear over coupling constants we receive:
It is interesting to note that in one-loop approximation γ(n) depends only on interactions between neighboring segments when partition function depends on all of w i,j .
For an illustration, let us consider the alternating sequence of the type ABABA..., where A and B are correspondingly blocks of the SAW type (with u 2i+1 = ǫ/8, i = 0, . . . , n/2 − 1) and RW type (with u 2i = 0, i = 1, . . . , n/2), all of equal length. In the case, when there are no mutual interactions between blocks (w i,j = 0), we have:
When mutual interactions are present between all pairs of blocks: w i,i+1 = 3ǫ/16, we obtain:
For the size ratio (55) in this situation we have:
It is important to note, that the effective linear size measures of blocks depend not only on the overall number of blocks n, but also on the position i of the block along the sequence. On the Fig. 6a , we present the results for the end block (with i = 1, which coincide with that with i = n). At n = 2, we restore the size ratio (53) of the diblock copolymer for the case (6) . We note, that g 1 slightly decreases with growing of n, so that the block becomes more extended in space as comparing with the size of single polymer chain of the same length, due to presence of another blocks. This effect becomes much more pronounced, when we analyze the size ratio for the central block (with i = n/2), given on Fig. 6b . Due to a large amount of contacts with neighboring blocks, the effective size of central block is more extended in space as compared with that of end blocks, and continuously grows with increasing the total number of blocks n.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The aim of the present paper was to analyze the universal conformational properties of complex macromolecules, consisting of n sequential blocks of various chemical structure. In general, we consider all the blocks to be of different lengths L i . Of particular interest is the set of scaling exponents γ(n), governing the behavior of partition sum (number of possible conformations), as given by Eq. (23) , and the effective sizes of blocks within the sequence.
Depending on the quality of solvent, a situation may occur when some blocks are at the θ-temperature regime, when attractive and repulsive interactions between monomers compensate each other. These chains can be considered as RW trajectories. The blocks in a regime of good solvent (with repulsive excluded volume interactions between monomers), behave as trajectories of SAW, which are not allowed to cross itself. Also, the interactions between monomers of different blocks can vanish or be present at some temperatures. Such a situation is closely related to the case of so-called ternary solutions [20, 21] .
As a first step in our analysis, we reconsider the simplest case of diblock copolymer chain (so-called ABcopolymer), consisting of only two blocks. We studied all possible cases, considering blocks as RW or SAW trajectories with and without mutual avoiding between them. Performing numerical simulations within the lattice model of growing chain algorithm in section II, we observe, in particular, that the values of scaling exponents of effective linear distances of blocks are not modified by presence of other block. However, in presence of mutual interaction with other block, the chain becomes more extended in space. This degree of extension can be quantitatively measured by introducing the size ratio (17) , which allows to compare the linear size of a block with that of single polymer chain of the same length. The numerical results are confirmed by analytical analysis of diblock copolymer within the direct renormalization group approach in section III B. We found the analytical estimates for the set of scaling exponents γ, governing the system of two subsequently connected blocks of different lengths.
Generalizing the direct polymer renormalization group scheme to the system of n subsequently connected blocks of different lengths L i in Section III C, we obtain the analytical expressions for scaling exponents γ(n) and size ratios g i (n) of individual blocks as functions of both the number of blocks and their position along the sequence. For an illustration, we analyzed in more details the alternating sequence ABABA..., where A and B are correspondingly blocks of the SAW type and RW type, all of equal length. On the Fig. 6 , we present the results for the size ratios for the end and central blocks. Due to interchain contacts with neighboring chains, the effective size measures of blocks are much more extended in space as compared with single polymer chains, and this effect becomes more and more pronounced with increasing the total number of blocks n.
V. APPENIX
Here, we give some details of direct polymer renormalization group scheme, as developed by des Cloiseaux [16] and generalized by us to the case of diblock copolymers. The main idea of the method is to eliminate the divergences of observable quantities, arising in the asymptotic limit of an infinite linear measure, by introducing corresponding renormalization factors, directly connected with physical quantities. The quantitative values of these observables are evaluated at the stable fixed point (FP) of the renormalization group transformation.
The renormalized coupling constants are determined in this process as:
Here, χ ui ( u i , w 1,2 ) are the swelling factors for the corresponding end-to-end distances:
and Z u1 , Z u2 , Z w1,2 are so-called two-polymer partition functions. We need to calculate additionally a two-polymer partition function, that can be presented as:
where
is given by a sum of all contributions, presented diagrammatically on Fig. 7 . The analytical expressions, corresponding to presented diagrams, read:
The diagrams D1 and D3 have a pre-factor 2, diagram D2 has a pre-factor 4 and the D4 and D5 are accounted only once. Note also, that we need to take into account only the terms containing the poles ǫ −1 .
The flows of the renormalized coupling constants are governed by β functions defined according to
We receive:
The FPs of the renormalization group transformations, allowing us to obtain the quantitative values of scaling exponents (24), (46), are defined as common zeros of functions (78), (79).
